
1 Construct suitable framework. The rafters upon which the bars 
will sit should be positioned at 'width of sheet + 20mm' centres. 

So if you're using 1045mm wide sheeting, position the rafters at 1065mm 
centres. 

2 diagram showing how the components fit together to form a 
typical avon bar. these parts should be cut to the same length 

as the rafters with an additional overhang of 60MM

a s s e m b l y  G U I D E

ALUMINIUM CORED GLAZING BARS
Avon II Canopy
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5 Position the eaves retainers between each bar. Align the small 
nib on the bottom of the eaves retainer with the edge of the 

timber beam.  

3 Clip the aluminium bar 
into the plastic base 4 Fix the connected aluminium bar 

and base to the centre of each 
rafter. Drill and fix along the rafter 
at approximately 600 centres. 
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6 drill and fix down along the front beam.



8 The sheet enclosures should be cut to ‘sheet width - 45mm‘ 
lengths and positioned over the tapes centrally.

With the sheets being approx. 1045mm wide this leave approx 22.5mm on each side 
uncovered.

It is important that on the end of the sheet intended for the gutter that the drip 
section faces down as to not impede the flow of water off the sheet. At the end 
intended for the wall plate it is important to have the drip facing up to help act 
as a water buffer if there are hard driving winds.

Polycarbonate multiwall sheets are UV treated, often this is only on one side. It is 
important that this side is the top surface. The sheet will tell you which this is but 
general practice is that the cover film with the text on is the UV protected side.

Do not remove the cover films as they will help protect the sheets and let you 
know which side is UV treated.

7 The protective film on the sheets should be peeled back 
approximately 50mm on all edges and on both sides. Ensuring 

the sheet is free from dust moisture and any other debris the sheet 
tapes should be applied to the two sheet ends. Vent tape for the 
gutter end and and ali tape for the wall end. 
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PREPARING THE POLYCARBONATE SHEET



 

9 Position the sheets into place. The bottom lip of the sheet 
enclosure should tuck in to the eaves retainer which will help 

hold the sheet in place. 

10   Once the sheets are in, click the top-cap firmly into place. 

11   For the two bars at each end, place the bar infill into place 
before adding the top cap. The top-cap should hold the infill 

firmly in place. 

 

 

 



12 Finally fix the bar endcap 
into place with 2 screws. 13click the face covering into 

place

14   Fix PVC flashing to wall and cut appropriately to sit across 
canopy. 


